City and country rankings in SE-Asia and beyond:
A comparative approach of urban transport systems, liveability of cities, and freedom of societies

Sustainable urban transport is the focus of the seminar “City and country rankings in SE-Asia and beyond”. But what makes a city and its transport system sustainable? We will start defining sustainability in urban transport in general, and what indicators can be applied to “measure” it. Then, we will apply these indicators to the transport systems of cities in SE-Asia and beyond. In direct comparison strengths and weaknesses become obvious. Familiar with using indicators for comparing cities and countries, we take an informed look at international rankings for liveability of cities, freedom of societies, etc.

Lecture times will be Mondays, 4 – 6 pm in ESA O 232 plus two further block seminars on Fridays from 1 – 6:30 pm.

For valid times and location kindly check STiNE.